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Whether it's a sun-filled breakfast room, a charming potting shed, or a rose-covered gazebo, The

Garden Room celebrates the happy union of indoors and outdoors, where house and garden

merge. Featuring a variety of rooms full of comfortable furniture, striking combinations of colors and

textures, and cherished family treasures, drawings, and photographs, The Garden Room inspires us

to build our own spaces of delight, where we can while away the hours reading, relaxing, dining, and

entertaining, surrounded by the sights, scents, and sounds of the garden. With more than 250

full-color photographs and evocative watercolors, a wealth of insightful decorating tips, witty

gardening lore, and revealing anecdotes, The Garden Room highlights the joys of bringing nature

into our homes.
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textures, and cherished family treasures, drawings, and photographs, The Garden Room inspires us

to build our own spaces of delight, where we can while away the hours reading, relaxing, dining, and

entertaining, surrounded by the sights, scents, and sounds of the garden. With more than 250

full-color photographs and evocative watercolors, a wealth of insightful decorating tips, witty

gardening lore, and revealing anecdotes, The Garden Room highlights the joys of bringing nature



into our homes.

Rustic RefinementLike any place that has known great happiness, a slight nostalgia pervades the

stone house in Connecticut's Litchfield Hills, where Nancy Cardozo lived with her husband, Russell

Cowles, until his death in 1978. For twenty-five years they lived and worked in creative harmony,

she writing, he painting. They reconvened from separate studios for quiet lunches--talk was

reserved for dinner--and walks down to the stream or up the nearby hill to pick blueberries. "We ate

in the shade of the arbor and danced under the starry skylight of the studio," Nancy wrote in

Creature to Creature, a collaborative work of poems and sketches. Though Russell died many years

ago, the house today still suggests his presence--his crisp landscape paintings decorate the walls,

and his photograph adorns the bedroom. Wistfulness flickers and vanishes as Nancy speaks of the

past, and the atmosphere of the property, depending on the clouds overhead and the wafting of

warm breezes, ranges from melancholic to romantic to euphoric, like the restored stone silo, open to

the sky: on gray days it towers to the heavens like a medieval ruin; on sunny days it's a fairy-tale

leaf-strewn changing area for the nearby pool.The house itself is stucco-covered stone, built in the

1820s by an affluent Englishman, no doubt in the manor style of his home county, with two pointed

Gothic windows high on either side. The front facade is blunt and classical, with two rows of evenly

spaced ordinary windows and a paved path leading directly to the door. (In 1839 the

house--including 100 acres--sold for $250.) When Russell bought the place in 1940, he made few

changes to the exterior; he patched up holes and added a lintel, a pineapple flanked on either side

by two round balls, made of carved wood covered in stucco.Off the back of the house sits what had

been the original owner's manger for livestock, with an enclosed hayloft above. Exposed on one

side, with two doors on the facing wall, the lower space feels both sheltered and airy, the darkness

lit up by sunlight on the green fields beyond. Russell and Nancy paved the earth floor and installed a

grill for cooking, but the feel of the place, with its stone walls and coarse timber ceiling, is still

marvelously primitive, even a bit brutish. With smoke, snow, and "an imported shaggy pony,

Nancy's son, Jan Egleson, a film director, turned it into a sixteenth century Irish manor hall for a

television series several years ago. Stacked logs line one wall, and huge stone slabs step up into

the main house. As boys, Nancy's sons slept in the large whitewashed loft above the garden room,

and the whole family still gathers here for meals and to celebrate birthdays, anniversaries, and other

happy occasions. A thirty-year-old trumpet vine frames the view toward the stream and hill, and the

fragrance of alyssum and twining roses drifting from Nancy's gray-green garden sweetly suggests

the summer nights when, as Nancy wrote, "eating by candlelight, in the breezeway that once



housed sheep and cows, we talked the hours away."

This just popped up for me to review. I won't go to the shelf and retreive b4 writing because I know

I'd love this as much as when I bought it probably 8 or more years ago. I'm sure numerous of the

spaces highlighted within have appeared in various magazines over the years but this is one to

keep and go back to on occasion. There were several rooms that inspired me and caused envy -

not a common sense for me. I really wanted to be in these happy, serene, creative spaces. I wanted

the leisure time and the money to spend on rooms like this within which to putter, read, watch the

sunset and garden change over the hours. I've never been disappointed in books from this

publisher.

The cover shot was my favorite. The content was disappointing.

The book condition was perfect. The book was a so so read.

Great all color diagrams, step by step for how to construct an indoor fountain, pond, pool, etc, then

shows the final product. It shows what plants and materials were used and how to properly install

them.

Just reviewed a great garden book - highly priced. This one is so reasonable but that does not take

away from the fact that it is a fabulous book. Showing some of the most beautiful gardens ever. I

bought the book when it first came out and purchased this copy to give to a friend as a gift. A must

in anyone's garden library.

I ordered this book because I had seen it at a friend's home and enjoyed reading it. Will be a gift for

a gardening friend

Great ideas and fun to look through time and again.

"the garden room" is a most exquisite book that reflects in a light and elegant manner the spirit of a

true garden lover and most educated man .the quality of the text,the combination of photographs

and watercolours make a lovely book full of references to great gardeners and artists. It is a most

enjoyable book much worth any selected private library .
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